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Summary

The 

 

var

 

 gene family encodes 

 

Plasmodium falciparum

 

erythrocyte  membrane  1  (PfEMP1)  proteins  that  act
as virulence factors responsible for both antigenic
variation and cytoadherence of infected erythrocytes.
These proteins orchestrate infected erythrocyte
sequestration from blood circulation and contribute
to adhesion-based complications of 

 

P. falciparum

 

malaria infections. For this study, we analysed the
genetic organization and strain structure of 

 

var

 

 genes
and present evidence for three separately evolving
groups that have, in part, functionally diverged and
differ between subtelomeric and central chromo-
somal locations. Our analyses suggest that a recom-
bination hierarchy limits reassortment between
groups and may explain why some 

 

var

 

 genes are
unusually conserved between parasite strains. This
recombination hierarchy, coupled with binding and
immune selection, shapes the variant antigen reper-
toire and has structural, functional and evolutionary
consequences for the PfEMP1 protein family that are
directly relevant to malaria pathogenesis.

Introduction

 

Because of their clonally variant and cytoadherent prop-
erties, members of the 

 

Plasmodium falciparum

 

 erythro-
cyte membrane protein 1 (PfEMP1) family play a central
role in malaria pathogenesis (Miller 

 

et al

 

., 2002). The
PfEMP1 proteins, encoded by 

 

var

 

 genes (Baruch 

 

et al

 

.,
1995; Smith 

 

et al

 

., 1995; Su 

 

et al

 

., 1995), are expressed
at the infected erythrocyte surface and allow parasitized
erythrocytes to sequester from blood circulation to avoid
spleen-dependent killing mechanisms. Sequestration is a

 

P. falciparum

 

 virulence determinant. Although most infec-
tions do not cause severe disease, disease severity is
increased when infected erythrocytes accumulate in vital
organs, such as the brain or the placenta (Miller 

 

et al

 

.,
2002). The surface location of PfEMP1 proteins exposes
them to intense antibody responses (Bull and Marsh,
2002). By transcriptional switching between 

 

var

 

 genes,
parasites evade immunity and extend opportunities to be
transmitted to mosquitoes.

 

Var

 

 genes have a two-exon structure with an 

 

ª

 

170 bp
to 1.2 kb intron. The first exon is highly polymorphic,
encodes the extracellular binding region and transmem-
brane domain and varies in size between 3.5 and 9.0 kb
(Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2002). The second exon is more con-
served, encodes an acidic cytoplasmic tail and is between
1.0 and 1.5 kb. There is an enormous diversity of 

 

var

 

genes in the parasite population. Whereas each parasite
genotype encodes approximately 60 different 

 

var

 

 loci
(Thompson 

 

et al

 

., 1997; Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2002), gene rep-
ertoires differ extensively between parasite strains (Peter-
son 

 

et al

 

., 1995; Kyes 

 

et al

 

., 1997; Ward 

 

et al

 

., 1999
Fowler 

 

et al

 

., 2002). However, a small number of excep-
tional 

 

var

 

 genes have been described that are unusually
conserved between parasite genotypes (Fried and Duffy,
2002; Rowe 

 

et al

 

., 2002; Salanti 

 

et al

 

., 2002; 2003; Winter

 

et al

 

., 2003) Strain-transcendent 

 

var

 

 may have important
roles in malaria pathogenesis, as both serological and
epidemiological investigations suggest that a limited sub-
set of particularly virulent proteins is responsible for dis-
ease in pregnant mothers and severe childhood malaria
(Gupta 

 

et al

 

., 1994; 1999; Fried and Duffy, 1996; Fried

 

et al

 

., 1998; Bull 

 

et al

 

., 1999; Nielsen 

 

et al

 

., 2002).
It has been suggested that 

 

var

 

 loci could become rela-
tively fixed in the parasite population if a gene has an
unusual flanking sequence or gene orientation that limits
reassortment with other 

 

var

 

 family members. This concept
has important implications for variant antigen diversifica-
tion and parasite evasion of host immunity, and may be
directly relevant to malaria pathogenesis if caused by
‘conserved’ variants, but has not been investigated
directly. Besides the 3D7 parasite strain that was
sequenced completely for the Malaria Genome Project
(Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2002), there is only sketchy information
about variant antigen repertoires from different parasite
strains. In general, a greater understanding of the 

 

var
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gene family conservation and diversity, the factors regu-
lating variant antigen gene diversification and the expres-
sion of particular 

 

var

 

 during disease could provide critical
insights into malaria pathogenesis and aid vaccine devel-
opment against PfEMP1 proteins.

PfEMP1-binding regions contain multiple receptor-like
domains called Duffy binding-like (DBL) domains and cys-
teine-rich interdomain regions (CIDR). These adhesion
domains can be grouped by sequence similarity (Smith

 

et al

 

., 2000) into seven types of DBL domains (

 

a

 

, 

 

a

 

1

 

, 

 

b

 

, 

 

g

 

,

 

d

 

, 

 

e

 

 and x) and four types of CIDR domains (

 

a

 

, 

 

a

 

1

 

, 

 

b

 

 and

 

g

 

). Adhesion domain sequence criteria have been used as
a basis for dissecting PfEMP1 protein forms and may
relate to binding function. For example, the 59 PfEMP1
proteins encoded by the 3D7 parasite strain have been
arbitrarily assigned one of 16 different type designations
based upon their domain organization (Gardner 

 

et al

 

.,
2002). In a genome-wide binding analysis, the majority of
the 3D7 PfEMP1 proteins encoded CD36 binding capacity
in the semi-conserved protein head structure, whereas a
subset did not (Robinson 

 

et al

 

., 2003). CD36 binding head
structures were designated type 1 head structures and
contained a DBL-

 

a

 

 domain and a CD36-binding CIDR-

 

a

 

type of domain. In contrast, type 2 head structures had a
DBL-

 

a

 

 or DBL-

 

a

 

1

 

 subtype domain plus a non-CD36 bind-
ing CIDR-

 

a

 

1

 

 or CIDR-

 

g

 

 domain, whereas atypical head
structures lacked a CIDR domain altogether and were
predicted not to bind CD36 (Fig. 1). Thus, PfEMP1 pro-
teins are categorized by type of domain organization and
distinguished further by type of protein head structure (the
first two adhesion domains), the latter of which has been
related to CD36 binding function. The functional diver-
gence in CIDR domain binding to CD36 is clinically sig-
nificant in that non-CD36 binding variants are responsible
for pregnancy malaria (Fried and Duffy, 1996; Beeson

 

et al

 

., 2000; Flick 

 

et al

 

., 2001).
For this study, we analysed how CD36 binding and non-

binding 

 

var

 

 evolve in the highly recombinogenic 

 

var

 

 gene
family. We describe a unique subtelomeric 

 

var

 

 gene archi-
tecture that is entirely composed of PfEMP1 proteins that
are not predicted to bind CD36. The implications of these
findings for 

 

var

 

 gene evolution and investigation of adhe-
sion-based pathogenesis are discussed.

 

Results

 

A distinctive subtelomeric 

 

var

 

 gene architecture is 
associated with PfEMP1 proteins predicted not to 
bind CD36

 

To study the relationship between PfEMP1 protein func-
tion and gene context, results from a genome-wide CIDR–
CD36 binding analysis (Robinson 

 

et al

 

., 2003) were
related to the 3D7 parasite genomic map. Interestingly,

although 

 

var

 

 genes encoding CD36 binding capacity were
present in central and subtelomeric chromosomal regions,
nearly all PfEMP1 proteins predicted not to bind CD36
localized to the telomere ends and were transcribed
towards the telomere (Fig. 1A).

From the genome analysis and other recent studies, the

 

var

 

 upstream non-coding sequences have been shown to
cluster into three distinct sequence families, UpsA, UpsB
and UpsC. These three sequence groups specifically dif-
fer between central and subtelomeric 

 

var

 

 genes and have
distinct chromosomal orientations (Voss 

 

et al

 

., 2000;
Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2002; Vazquez-Macias 

 

et al

 

., 2002). The
non-CD36 binding group described above associated with
UpsA.

To understand better how the genomic compartmental-
ization of CD36 binding and non-CD36 binding PfEMP1
adhesion groups occurred, the genetic sequence contexts
of 3D7 

 

var

 

 genes were studied here. As 

 

var

 

 promoter
elements exist at least 2000 bp upstream of the coding
sequence (Voss 

 

et al

 

., 2003), 2000 bp of 5

 

¢

 

 and 3

 

¢

 

 flanking
sequence were collected from 3D7 

 

var

 

 genes for phylo-
genetic and bootstrap analysis. This analysis confirmed
that the majority of 3D7 

 

var

 

 upstream elements grouped
into one of three major clades named UpsA, UpsB and
UpsC (Fig. 1B), with a few exceptions described below.
As reported earlier (Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2002), all UpsA and
most UpsB sequences were associated with subtelomeric

 

var

 

 genes. UpsC sequences were associated with central

 

var

 

 genes (Fig. 1).
Within the UpsA clade defined by Gardner 

 

et al

 

. (2002),
most  sequences  were  closely  related  to  each  other
with the exceptions of PFL0030c and the PFE1640w
pseudovar (also referred to as 3D7 chr5var). The latter
two sequences, although they associated with the UpsA
clade, were statistically distinct from other UpsA
sequences by bootstrap analysis (Fig. 1B; data not
shown). Of the two sequences, the PFL0030c was more
divergent whereas PFE1640w had a limited amount of
sequence identity to the UpsA consensus that was prima-
rily confined to the 100–200 bp upstream of the predicted
protein start (data not shown; 

 

Supplementary material

 

,
Fig. S1). In addition, none of the other UpsA sequences
contained the two different repetitive motifs of 150 bp and
60 bp characteristic of PFE1640w (Vazquez-Macias 

 

et al

 

.,
2002). Because of their distinctiveness, the PFL0030c
and PFE1640w upstream sequences were designated
UpsD and UpsE (Fig. 1B).

The UpsB clade also contained some sequences that
did not group tightly with the main cluster (Fig. 1B). These
divergent sequences had relatively good nucleotide iden-
tity to the UpsB consensus residues in the first 600 bp
upstream (data not shown). For this reason, there was no
firm support to assign them to a distinct upstream
sequence type. Thus, at least five different types of 

 

var
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upstream sequences (UpsA to UpsE) could be distin-
guished (Fig. 1B).

By comparison, the downstream regions of the two
subtelomeric 

 

var

 

 genes grouped into two distinct families,
DownsA and the extremely conserved DownsB (Fig. 1C).
The downstream region of central 

 

var

 

 genes, however,
was not conserved (Fig. 1C; Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2002). In

some notable exceptions, the PFE1640w downstream
was not analysed because the gene is truncated in the
first exon and ends in a telomere repeat. The PFL0030c
sequence that has a distinct upstream sequence (UpsE)
also groups separately from the DownsA cluster.

Based on these analyses, three broad categories of 

 

var

 

gene architectures were defined as subtelomeric 

 

var

 

Fig. 1.

 

 Structural and functional specialization of 

 

var

 

 architectural groups.
A. Chromosome schematic of the two subtelomeric and central 

 

var

 

 groups. For simplicity, the tandemly arranged subtelomeric 

 

var

 

 genes are 
depicted as though there were no intervening genes. However, it is not uncommon for one or two 

 

rif

 

 genes to be between these 

 

var

 

 genes 
(Gardner 

 

et al

 

., 2002). Nearly all group 1 and central 

 

var

 

 genes would be predicted to bind CD36, whereas group 2 

 

var

 

 genes are predicted not 
to bind CD36. Listed are the number of genes in each group and type of protein head structure. Type 1 head structures contain a DBL1-

 

a

 

 domain 
and a CD36 binding CIDR1-

 

a

 

 domain. Type 2 head structures contain either a DBL1-

 

a

 

 or a DBL1-

 

a

 

1

 

 subtype domain and a non-CD36 binding 
CIDR1-

 

a

 

1

 

 subtype or CIDR-g domain. Atypical head structures lack a CIDR domain. Phylogenetic analysis of 2000 bp of 5¢ (B) and 3¢ (C) flanking 
sequences from 3D7 var genes (Gardner et al., 2002). Circles indicate distinct clades with the corresponding bootstrap value. Genes are coloured 
according to chromosomal location and types of 5¢ flanking sequences. Green and blue sequences are located in the subtelomeric region and 
oriented towards the centromere (subtelomeric var group 1), black sequences are in central chromosomal locations, and orange, burgundy, purple 
and pink sequences are located in the subtelomeric regions and oriented towards the telomere (subtelomeric var group 2). Sequences are shaded 
according to grouping. Five types of var upstream sequences were designated UpsA to UpsE and two types of downstream sequences DownsA 
and Downs B. For the boxed sequences, there were regions of overlap between the 2000 bp analysed and the 5¢, 3¢ or coding sequence of 
adjacent var genes. The distribution of sequences on the tree did not change when the overlapping regions were excluded from the phylogenetic 
comparison (data not shown). N, CIDR1 domain does not bind CD36; B, CIDR1 domain binds CD36; N*, protein head structures do not contain 
CIDR domains and are not predicted to bind CD36 (Robinson et al., 2003).
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groups 1 (flanked by UpsB, DownsB), subtelomeric var
group 2 (flanked by UpsA, UpsD or UpsE and DownsA)
and central var genes (flanked by UpsC) (Fig. 1).

Of the 59 var genes present in the 3D7 genome, 36
mapped to subtelomeric regions and 23 to central
regions (Gardner et al., 2002). Twenty-five of the subte-
lomeric var genes were transcribed towards the cen-
tromere (var group 1), and 11 were transcribed towards
the telomere (var group 2) (Fig. 1A). Altogether, 22 of
the 28 telomere ends had a var group 1 gene as the
telomere-proximal var gene (Gardner et al., 2002). A
subset of these, eight chromosome ends, had the var 1/
var 2 group arrangement illustrated in Fig. 1A. For sim-
plicity, this tandem arrangement is depicted as though
there were no intervening genes. However, it is not
uncommon for one or two rif genes to be between the
two var genes (Gardner et al., 2002). A ninth chromo-
some end, chromosome 12, had this arrangement
except that there were two var group 1 genes next to the
var group 2 gene PFL0030c (Gardner et al., 2002). The
remaining var group 2 genes, MAL7P1.1 and PF11-
0521, were not flanked by a var group 1 gene. Because
telomere-proximal genes are frequently deleted when P.
falciparum parasites are adapted to in vitro cultivation, it
is not clear whether single var group 2 genes are natural
arrangements or if a var group 1 gene was deleted from
these chromosome ends.

The subtelomeric var group 2 was distinguished from
other var groups by encoding proteins that were pre-
dicted not to bind CD36. All the var group 2 proteins had
either a type 2 protein head structure (seven genes plus
the PFE1640w pseudovar) or atypical head structures
(four genes) that lacked a CIDR domain (Fig. 1A). Of the
four PfEMP1 proteins that lack a CIDR domain, three
had a binding region domain organization referred to as
‘type 3’, and the fourth (PFL0030c) had a domain organi-
zation referred to as ‘type 13’ (Fig. 1A) (Gardner et al.,
2002). For convenience, the three 3D7 var genes
(PFA0015c, MAL6p1.314 and PFI1820w) and others
related to them are referred to collectively as ‘type 3-like’
var in this paper.

Remarkably, in the whole-genome analysis (Robinson
et al., 2003), only two PfEMP1 proteins that were not
predicted to bind CD36 did not localize with the group 2
vars. The two exceptions, PF08-0140 and MAL6P1.316
(blue sequences in Fig. 1B), had a slightly different type
2 head structure from var group 2 proteins. Whereas they
had CIDR1-a1 subtype domains that did not bind CD36,
their DBL1 domain was the ‘a type’ rather than the ‘DBL1-
a1’ subtype (Fig. 1A) (Robinson et al., 2003). Thus, pro-
teins in the subtelomeric var group 2 were structurally and
functionally distinct from central and subtelomeric var
group 1 and may be selected for different adherence
properties.

The subtelomeric var group 2 contains several unusually 
conserved, ‘strain-transcendent’ var genes

To assess the extent of var gene overlap between different
parasite strains, most previous investigations have com-
pared small DBL1 domain fragments amplified by degen-
erate primers with semi-conserved motifs. These studies
have documented an enormous diversity of var gene
sequences (Taylor et al., 2000a; Fowler et al., 2002; Tami
et al., 2003) and a limited number of unusually conserved
var fragments. To date, two 3D7 var group 2 loci, the
PFE1640w and the PFL0030c (or var2csa), have been
shown to be unusually conserved between parasite
strains (Salanti et al., 2003; Winter et al., 2003). The
FCR3-CSA var gene (or var1csa), which is chimeric to the
PFE1640w pseudovar and may share a common ances-
tral origin, is a third highly conserved var group 2 locus
(Gardner et al., 2002; Rowe et al., 2002; Salanti et al.,
2002; Vazquez-Macias et al., 2002). To test the idea that
the unique gene orientation of the subtelomeric var group
2 would minimize recombination and cause other genes
in this group to be more conserved between parasite
strains, primers based upon the 3D7 UpsA, UpsE and
DownsA sequences were used for amplification.

For this comparison, three parasite strains (IT4/25/5,
Dd2 and MC) collected at different times and from distant
geographical locations were investigated, and several
complete var genes totalling nearly 100 kb of new var
sequence were cloned and sequenced. To facilitate this
analysis, long polyymerase chain reactions (PCRs) were
optimized. The longest var product that was cloned suc-
cessfully was ª10 kb, but products of 6 kb and greater
were routinely amplified and cloned. Larger P. falciparum
DNA fragments are notorious for undergoing recombina-
tion in bacteria. Recombination did not occur for larger var
gene fragments as confirmed by multiple, independent
shorter PCRs repeated on genomic DNA for each newly
cloned var (data not shown). Overall, three different types
of subtelomeric var group 2 gene products were studied;
(i) the ‘type 3’ var; (ii) the PFL0030c-like var genes; and
(iii) var genes encoding type 2 head structures (Fig. 1A).

To clone and sequence ‘type 3’ var genes from the
Malayan Camp and It4/25/5 strains, type 3-tailored
upstream and downstream primers were used to amplify
ª6 kb PCR products that were sequenced rapidly using
oligonucleotides based upon the 3D7 ‘type 3’ var genes.
A comparison of the genes amplified with those from the
3D7 strain showed that at least 800 bp of 5¢ flanking
sequence and 400 bp of downstream sequence were
highly conserved (Fig. 2A, Supplementary material,
Fig. S1). In addition, each of the genes had a conserved
and unusually short intron, ª150–170 bp (Fig. 2A; data
not shown). As the intron region has been implicated in
var gene silencing (Deitsch et al., 2001), possible implica-
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tions on gene regulation or switching exist. The degree of
coding region similarity has not been reported for ‘type 3’
var. A comparison of the five sequences (Fig. 2A) showed
a remarkable degree of sequence conservation both
within and between parasite strains. These proteins were
nearly identical over much of their predicted binding
region and only diverged at the amino-terminus and the
intracytoplasmic region (Fig. 2A).

As shown recently (Salanti et al., 2003), PFL0030c-like
var genes are also highly conserved between parasite
strains. In addition, the 3D7 strain also contains a second,
PFL0030c-like  pseudogene  at  the  end  of chromosome
13 (MAL13P1-354) that is transcriptionally orientated
towards the telomere and has a nearly identical upstream
sequence to PFL0030c. To clone and sequence
PFL0030c-like var genes from other parasite strains,
these ª10 kb genes were amplified in two separate PCRs
using  gene-specific  primers  positioned  at  approximately
-800 and +500 bp relative to the coding sequence and
internal primers in the third DBL domain (Fig. 2). The
initial PCR products overlapped at the primers. To confirm
their connection, a third PCR product from DBL domains
2–4, which straddled these PCR products, was cloned
and sequenced. For Dd2, only the 5¢ half of the gene was
cloned, but complete genes were cloned and sequenced
from Malayan Camp and It4/25/5. As was done with the
‘type 3’ var, oligos based upon the 3D7 var sequence
were used to sequence the new genes.

Although it is known that the coding sequences of
PFL0030c-like var are conserved, this analysis demon-
strated significant conservation of the gene flanking
sequence (Fig. 2B). The upstream regions were nearly
identical except that the It4/25/5 and Dd2 strains had an
insertion of ª250 bp, accounting for the lower sequence
identity values for It4 var4 and Dd2 var6 (Fig. 2B; data not
shown). PFL0030c-like var have a truncated N-terminal
segment at the beginning of the protein and lack a con-

ventional head structure because they do not have a CIDR
domain (Fig. 1A; data not shown). The first three DBL
domains do not cluster with other DBL types but form
unique clades of their own (Fig. 4B). In addition, the inter-
domain regions after DBL domains 1 and 2 were not
present in other var genes, but both had several con-
served cysteine residues (data not shown). These distinc-
tive features suggest that the PFL0030c-like var do not
recombine frequently with other var genes.

Lastly, to test whether UpsA sequences were associ-
ated with type 2 head structures in non-3D7 parasite
genotypes, an UpsA primer was paired with a degenerate
DBL-b primer. In large PfEMP1 proteins, DBL-bc2 tandem
domains are the most common domains after either type
1 or type 2 head structures (Smith et al., 2000; Gardner
et al., 2002). Using the UpsA primer, each of five ran-
domly cloned var genes from Malayan Camp, Dd2 and It4/
25/5 had DBL1 and CIDR1 domains characteristic of type
2 head structures (Fig. 4B and C). By comparison, when
an UpsC primer was paired with the same degenerate
DBL-b primer, only PfEMP1 proteins with type 1 head
structures were amplified from IT4/25/5 genomic DNA
(Kraemer et al., 2003; data not shown).

The downstream gene regions of the new genes with
type 2 head structures were cloned using gene-specific
DBL-b primers paired with a DownsA primer (Table 1).
These var were more diverse than the ‘type 3 var’ and the
PFL0030c-like homologues (Figs 2 and 3). To aid their
sequencing, ‘universal’ DBL type-specific primers devel-
oped for PCR amplification (Kraemer et al., 2003) were
adapted to sequencing reactions. When adhesion
domains were not repeated in the same cloned product,
several contigs were produced that could be rapidly
closed by ‘walking’. The new proteins included two exam-
ples of a DBL-gc2 domain pairing, where previously the
c2 domain has only been associated with the DBL-b type
(Smith et al., 2000; Gardner et al., 2002).

Fig. 2. Comparison of ‘type 3’ and PFL0030c-like var genes from different parasite genotypes. Percentage nucleotide identity (bold type) or amino 
acid identity (normal type) is shown for (A) type 3 var and (B) PFL0030c-like var. Accession numbers of genes amplified for this paper are listed 
in parentheses.
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This analysis demonstrated that subtelomeric group 2-
like vars were broadly distributed between parasite geno-
types and had related features. Some group 2 vars, such
as the PFL0030c-like var and ‘type 3’ var, were extremely
conserved (Fig. 2). Others were less strictly conserved
between parasite genotypes (Fig. 3) but had type 2 head
structures rather than type 1 head structures.

Evidence for three separately evolving var groups across 
parasite genotypes

The unusual interstrain conservation of the var group 2-
like genes is consistent with the hypothesis that gene
location, orientation and non-coding flanking sequence

limit var recombinational possibilities. To test further the
idea that a recombination hierarchy exists between var
groups, additional sequence comparisons were per-
formed. Initially, the 10 new var genes amplified for this
study were compared with var group 2 genes from the
3D7 strain using phylogenetic criteria. As mentioned
above, the ‘type 3’ var and PFL0030c-like var were highly
related between strains (Figs 2 and 4). However, even the
more divergent var genes encoding type 2 head structures
were similar between parasite strains, as evidenced by
two approaches. First, for the domains comprising the
protein’s head structure and cytoplasmic regions, each of
the subtelomeric var group 2-like sequences tended to
group together in the NTS, DBL, CIDR and exon 2

Table 1. Oligos used in cloning var genes from different genotypes.

Oligo name Sequence Fragment cloned

PFL0030c-like var
PFL0030c 5p 5.1 GTCTGTGAATGCAATGACAG Gene flanking
PFL0030c DBL3 3.1 CGTGATATAATTGCTGTACC 5¢ to DBL3
PFL0030c DBL3 5.1 GGTACAGCAATTATATCACG DBL3 to gene
PFL0030c 3p 3.1 GTAAGATGTAACAAGATATTAC flanking 3¢
PFL0030c DBL2 5.2 GTAAGTCGTGTAAGGAAAGTG DBL2 to DBL4
PFL0030c DBL4 3.2 GCAACTATTTGTAATGTTTCC

Type 3 var
Type3 5p 5.1 GGATAAGTGATRACATAATRT Gene flanking 5¢
Var gr2 3p 3.1 (DownsA) CAAATAATCAMATGTGTCAAAYAR to gene flanking 3¢

Var containing type 2 head structures
Var gr2 5p 5.1 (UpsA) ATKTATTAYATTTGTTGTAGGTGA Gene flanking 5¢ to DBLb
degenDBLb 3.2 AATCKTTGDGG RATRTARTC

Fig. 3. Comparison of var group 2-like proteins that contain type 2 head structures. PfEMP1 sequences amplified from different parasite genotypes 
are compared with PfEMP1 proteins from the 3D7 parasite strain. Percentage amino acid identity to the 3D7 sequence with greatest BLAST identity 
is listed. Accession numbers are listed in parentheses.
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Fig. 4. Sequence comparison of the subtelomeric var group 2 genes with other var genes. Phylogenetic trees were generated based upon domains 
in PfEMP1 proteins. The sequences compared included the 59 3D7 PfEMP1 proteins (Gardner et al., 2002), eight PfEMP1 proteins from different 
parasite genotypes that had previously been mapped to chromosome locations (FCR3T11-1, A4var, Dd2var1, FCR3var2, FCR3var3, Dd2var7a, 
Dd2var7b, ItR29) and the 10 new var genes amplified for this study (indicated by asterisks). Amino acid sequences are compared. Genes and 
gene groups are coloured as in Fig. 1. For simplicity, only the DBL1 and CIDR1 head structure domains were coloured in the DBL and CIDR 
trees. In addition, in the DBL and CIDR trees, most of the gene names were removed, except for the subtelomeric var group 2, to make the figure 
legible.
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(cytoplasmic region) trees (Fig. 4A–D). In addition, nearly
all the predicted DBL and CIDR adhesive domains in the
new genes were most similar to 3D7 subtelomeric var
group 2 genes by BLAST analysis (Fig. 3). The only excep-
tion was the Dd2 var4 DBL6gc2.

The similarity between var group 2 genes also included
the non-coding flanking sequence. When the upstream,
downstream and intron sequences were compared across
parasite strains, groups of sequences that were defined
based upon the 3D7 genome remained intact (Supple-
mentary material, Fig. S1; data not shown). As var 5¢
regions have promoter activity and co-operate with the
intron to silence var genes (Deitsch et al., 1999; 2001;
Calderwood et al., 2003; Voss et al., 2003), these unique
features of var group 2 sequences could have regulatory
implications.

To extend this analysis to non-var group 2 genes, sev-
eral previously mapped var genes from non-3D7 parasite
genotypes were added to the phylogenetic analyses.
Based on chromosomal location, FCR3T11-1 and A4var
are members of subtelomeric var group 1 (Hernandez-
Rivas et al., 1997; Horrocks et al., 2002); Dd2var1,
FCR3var2, FCR3var3, Dd2var7a and Dd2var7b are cen-
tral var (Su et al., 1995; Deitsch et al., 1999); and ItR29
is a member of subtelomeric var group 2 (Horrocks et al.,
2002). For each of these var, the non-coding flanking
sequences grouped according to prediction (Supplemen-
tary material, Fig. S1). Moreover, the coding sequence of
all central and subtelomeric var group 1 genes had type
1 head structures and grouped together in the NTS and
exon 2 analyses, whereas the R29 var had a type 2 head
structure and grouped with other var group 2 genes in the
NTS tree (Fig. 4; data not shown). Therefore, this analysis
showed that central and subtelomeric var groups are sur-
rounded by specific and distinct flanking sequences and
have diverged in characteristic patterns in their protein
coding sequence. These data suggest that the different
groups may be recombining and evolving separately from
each other.

Discussion

The availability of a complete P. falciparum genomic
sequence creates dramatic new opportunities to investi-
gate the parasite’s biology. For this study, we analysed the
gene structure and chromosomal organization of var
genes and used this information to gain insight into how
the gene family evolves and causes disease. In common
with other organisms, P. falciparum variant genes are con-
centrated at the telomere ends (Fischer et al., 1997;
Thompson et al., 1997; Gardner et al., 2002). However,
unlike many other variant gene families that function only
as clonally variant targets of immunity, var genes also
encode cytoadherent activity. Thus, the var gene reper-

toire is shaped by selective forces acting to both maintain
binding capability and escape immunity (Roberts et al.,
1993). At the genomic level, these varied pressures have
been manifested in an apparent genetic compartmental-
ization of PfEMP1 binding phenotypes to particular var
gene sequence contexts.

In the 3D7 genome, at least three broadly distinct var
gene groups were defined based upon chromosomal loca-
tion, gene orientation and 5¢ and 3¢ flanking sequences
(Fig. 1). Subtelomeric var group 1 consists of telomeric
var genes that are transcribed towards the centromere
and are flanked by UpsB and DownsB; subtelomeric var
group 2 contains telomeric var genes that are oriented
towards the telomere and are flanked by either UpsA,
UpsD or UpsE and DownsA; and central var are flanked
by UpsC and a non-conserved 3¢ region (Fig. 1). These
features appear to establish a recombination hierarchy
that limits reassortment between var groups and may
create opportunities for the parasite to evolve specialized
functions and activities relative to the different groups. A
striking example is the subtelomeric var group 2 that con-
tains several unusually conserved var genes and consists
of non-CD36 binding variants. Although CD36 is a key
microvasculature receptor used by most parasite isolates
(Newbold et al., 1997), non-CD36-binding PfEMP1 pro-
teins have important roles in placental sequestration
(Fried and Duffy, 1996; Beeson et al., 2000; Flick et al.,
2001) and possibly other vascular sites, such as brain
endothelium, where CD36 is poorly or not expressed.

It is surprising that a subtelomeric var group would
contain so many broadly conserved loci, as this chromo-
somal region is highly recombinogenic (Lanzer et al.,
1995; Freitas-Junior et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2000b;
Figueiredo et al., 2002). Recently, the telomere ends of P.
falciparum chromosomes were shown to cluster together
in the nuclear periphery, suggesting a potential mecha-
nism for facilitating var gene recombination (Freitas-Junior
et al., 2000; Figueiredo et al., 2002). Our comparative
analysis of the subtelomeric var group 2 builds on this
analysis and suggests a model in which gene orientation,
location and flanking sequences are crucial to the strain
transcendence of some var genes and favour the prefer-
ential reassortment of genes within architectural groups
(Fig. 5). Conserved subtelomeric var group 2 loci, such as
PFE1640w (Winter et al., 2003) and PFL0030c, have
highly distinctive gene flanking sequences (Fig. 1B and
C), which may reinforce their withdrawal from general
family recombination. This mechanism would promote
‘self–self’ recombination and interstrain gene conserva-
tion. Other group 2 var genes encoding type 2 head struc-
tures were more diverse between strains. This diversity
may occur because there are more of these to recombine
with (Fig. 1) and/or the individual genes are under differ-
ent functional and immune selective pressures from the
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highly conserved loci. Recently, it was suggested that the
mechanism and kinetics of gene silencing are distinct
between chromosome central and subtelomeric var group
1 promoter elements (Voss et al., 2003). As var group 2
genes have highly distinctive upstream and intron
sequences, it is possible that there are regulatory differ-
ences in gene expression, silencing and switching rates
between var groups that are reinforced through the recom-
bination hierarchy.

Interestingly, where the subtelomeric var group 2 genes
were highly distinctive, we were unable to detect distinct
signature residue features in the coding sequence of
extracellular regions of central var genes when compared
with the subtelomeric var group 1 (Fig. 4A–C). However,
the two protein groups were partially discriminated by their
intracytoplasmic tails or exon 2 sequences (Fig. 4D). It is
surprising that central and subtelomeric var sequences
were not easily distinguished as central chromosomal
regions are generally less recombinogenic, and it has
been hypothesized that central var genes might comprise
a relatively conserved parasite reservoir encoding strain-
transcendent PfEMP1 functions. More comparative
sequence analysis needs to be done on central var genes,
but one possibility is that limited DNA exchange occurs
between central and subtelomeric var group 1 sequences
(Fig. 5). In addition, both central and subtelomeric var
group 1 sequences are predicted to bind CD36, so differ-

ences in the subtelomeric var group 2 may have been
exaggerated by functional or immune selection.

It has been hypothesized that immunity directed at vari-
ant antigens could cause P. falciparum to organize into
discrete strains with non-overlapping PfEMP1 repertoires
(Gupta et al., 1996). A hierarchical model for var recom-
bination has additional implications for PfEMP1 antigenic
and adhesive diversification that have biological and clin-
ical significance. For instance, multiple adhesion traits can
reside in the same PfEMP1 protein and synergize to medi-
ate infected erythrocyte binding and sequestration (Cooke
et al., 1994; Baruch et al., 1996). DNA exchange provides
the parasite with opportunities to experiment with new
binding combinations. However, by constraining var gene
reassortment possibilities, proteins may structurally and
functionally diverge. One example could be the mutually
exclusive binding of infected erythrocytes to CD36 or
chondroitin sulphate A (CSA). This adhesion dichotomy
has an essential role in pregnancy malaria (Rogerson
et al., 1995; Fried and Duffy, 1996). Mechanistically,
CD36-binding head structures inhibit the ability of down-
stream DBL-g domains to bind CSA (Gamain et al., 2002).
Hence, as infected erythrocytes become functionally spe-
cialized for particular organ niches, structural and func-
tional distinctions may arise in PfEMP1 proteins that are
reinforced through the recombination hierarchy. The
effects of these structural adaptations for PfEMP1 protein
vaccine design have been discussed (Gamain et al.,
2002). For the parasite, it may be advantageous to main-
tain mutually exclusive adhesion traits in independently
evolving var groups.

Our results pose interesting questions, such as what
are the roles of the three var groups in infection and
disease and what are the functions of the unusually con-
served var loci? To address the former, differences in the
5¢ flanking regions can be exploited to investigate gene
expression during infection. As an example, some con-
served subtelomeric var group 2 loci that are not pre-
dicted to bind CD36 are already being investigated for a
role in pregnancy malaria (Buffet et al., 1999; Fried and
Duffy, 2002; Rowe et al., 2002; Salanti et al., 2002; 2003;
Khattab et al., 2003; Winter et al., 2003), and others
might be identified using such primers. In addition, deter-
mining the potential involvement of conserved var loci as
the ‘common and prevalent’ variants typifying severe
childhood malaria infections (Bull et al., 1999; Nielsen
et al., 2002) may provide additional insights into malarial
disease.

In conclusion, this model of var genetic structuring
offers clues to the ‘strain transcendence’ of a minority of
var genes and could explain the structural and functional
specialization of PfEMP1 proteins. This mechanism has
important implications for the evolution of the gene family,
provides new insights into severe malarial complications

Fig. 5. Idealized model for var gene recombination. The telomere 
ends of P. falciparum chromosomes are shown to cluster at the 
nuclear periphery as has been described by fluorescent in situ hybrid-
ization analysis (Freitas-Junior et al., 2000). Var gene recombination 
(indicated by Xs) is hypothesized to occur preferentially within a var 
architectural group because of gene orientation, location and flanking 
sequence. Proteins in the subtelomeric var group 2 are not predicted 
to bind CD36 and could be selected for distinct patterns of in vivo 
sequestration.
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and needs to be considered in PfEMP1 vaccine develop-
ment and implementation.

Experimental procedures

Parasites

The A4, Dd2 and Malayan Camp (MC) clonal lines were
cultured using standard practices, and genomic DNA was
prepared. The A4 clone was originally derived by microman-
ipulation from P. falciparum line IT4/25/5, and the Dd2 strain
is a clone of W2-MEF.

PCR amplification and sequencing of var genes

PCRs were done using TaKaRa LA TaqTM polymerase (Fisher)
with 50 ng of genomic DNA, 1¥ buffer, 0.4 mM dNTPs (each),
2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM primers and 2.5 U of enzyme run in
a DNA Engine DyadTM Peltier thermal cycler from MJ
Research. Oligonucleotide primers are listed in Table 1. PCR
conditions were one cycle of 94∞C for 1 min followed by 35
cycles of 98∞C for 1 min, annealing for 1 min, extension at
62∞C for 6–18 min, depending upon fragment size, and a final
extension for 10 min at 68∞C. Products were cloned into the
pCR®4-TOPO vector or pCR®-XL-TOPO from Invitrogen and
sequenced to provide at least double coverage. In cases
where degenerate DBL-type specific oligos (Kraemer et al.,
2003) were adapted to sequencing reactions, oligo concen-
trations were increased 10-fold to account for primer degen-
eracy. Sequences were assembled using the PHRED/PHRAP/
CONSED software suite (Gordon et al., 1998).

Sequence analysis

Phylogenetic analyses were done using CLUSTALX for multiple
alignments and PAUP*4.0b10 (* phylogenetic analysis using
parsimony and other methods) to generate neighbour-joining
trees with 1000 bootstrap replicates. For tree generation, the
new sequences amplified in the study were compared with
3D7 PfEMP1 sequences and others from non-3D7 parasite
genotypes that had previously been mapped to chromosomal
locations. 3D7 PfEMP1 sequences are identified by gene
names in the figures, and their sequences can be accessed
using this identifier at the PlasmoDB (http://plamodb.org/).
Gene names and accession numbers for previously
published non-3D7 genotypic sequences were: Dd2var
(L40608), FCR3T11-1 (U67959), FCR3var2 and FCR3var3
(L40609), MCvar1 (U27338), MCvar2 (U27339), Dd2var7
(L42636), Dd2var7a (AF041422), Dd2var7b (AF041423),
ItvarR29 (Y13402) and IT-A4var (3540145). Gene sequences
were divided into respective domains using published
approaches (Smith et al., 2000). BLAST analysis of each
region was done against the PlasmoDB. Percentage
sequence identities were calculated using the algorithm in
DNAStar MEGALIGN, version 5.0.
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